UEE RELEASE 4.0
Case for Endorsement

1. Administrative details of the Case for Endorsement
0B

Refer to Attachment A for the title and code for each of the training package components that are
submitted for approval, and an indication of whether these are updated (including equivalence or
non-equivalence status), new or deleted products
1.1 Case for Change details
The following Electrotechnology Industry Reference Committee (IRC) project Cases for Change
were approved at the 19 August 2021 by the Australian Industry Skills Committee (AISC) meeting
and directed by the Commonwealth through Activity Order AIS/TPD/2021-22/014 dated 14
September 2021:
•

Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology – Electrical: the project involved the
review of one (1) qualification and development of five (5) new Units of Competency (UoC)
in the Electrotechnology Training Package (UEE) to cover higher level theoretical Electrical
Engineering concepts.

•

Electricity Meters: the project involved the review of one (1) Skill Set and one (1) UoC
related to smart meter installation in the Electrotechnology Training Package (UEE) to
ensure they reflect current technologies, industry requirements and work practices.

•

Hazardous Areas: the project involved the review of two (2) existing Qualifications and
development of eleven (11) new UoC in the Electrotechnology Training Package (UEE) to
reflect industry and relevant Australian Standard (AS/NZS4761.1:2018) requirements for
working with electrical equipment for hazardous areas (EEHA). The project was varied to
add review of thirteen (13) existing hazardous area UoC to scope during the project.

•

Rail Signalling: the project involved the review of one (1) Qualification and twenty (20)
UoC in the Electrotechnology Training Package (UEE) to ensure they reflect current
technologies, industry requirements and work practices. The project was varied to add
development of three (3) new units of competency to scope during the project (5 existing
UoC were also deleted).

1.2 Timeframes and delays
The Electrotechnology projects are being submitted in accordance with original timeframes
specified in the Activity Order.

2. Changes to training products and how these will meet the needs of
industry
1B

Refer to Attachment B for information on how the proposed updates to qualifications will better
support job roles in industry.
Advanced Diploma Engineering Technology -Electrical
The training products address the skills needs for higher-level theoretical concepts that are
required for entry level Electrical Engineering to replace some units linked to licenced electrical
work that currently appear in the qualification and require the gathering of workplace evidence.
Without the proposed new units, the qualification is no longer viable for delivery because the
workplace evidence requirements cannot be met by the target audience for the qualification that is
not delivered in an employment-based model. Closely aligning core units to the vocational
destinations of graduates will solve the current issue, whilst also improving outcomes for both
graduates and their future employers.
Electricity Meters
The training products address the skills needs for installing, configuring, and commissioning
whole current electricity meters. The unit has been updated to address relevant Regulation, Codes,
Australian Standards, and associated and OHS/WHS requirements in various States/Territories
and support installation of advanced digital (smart) meters, and the replacement of older-style
basic or accumulation meters (currently being phased out) with digital meters.
Hazardous Areas
The project has updated two (2) qualifications, developed eleven (11) new Units of Competency
and updated thirteen (13) existing Units of Competency to reflect AS/NZS4761.1:2018
Competencies for working with Electrical Equipment for Hazardous Areas (EEHA). The training
products address the skills needs of competent persons to undertake design, installation,
inspection, maintenance, and repair of equipment for hazardous areas. They cover the relevant
Regulation, Codes, Australian Standards, and associated and OHS/WHS requirements.
Rail Signalling
The project has updated one (1) existing qualification, updated fifteen (15) existing Units of
Competency, developed three (3) new Units of Competency, and developed three (3) new Skill sets
to address the disparity between the qualification outcomes and employers’ skill and knowledge
needs. Five (5) Units of Competency that no longer support qualification outcomes are proposed
for deletion. The entry requirement for the qualification was updated to better reflect industry
pathways. The training products address the skills needs for technical skills and knowledge
required by the rail signalling sector to work safely in compliance with industry requirements.
They cover the relevant Regulation, Codes, Australian Standards, and associated and OHS/WHS
requirements in various States/Territories.

3. Stakeholder consultation strategy
2B

Refer to Attachment C for:
•

list of stakeholders that actively participated in consultation on the project

•

summary feedback provided by stakeholder type and the IRCs response to this feedback

•

summary of issues raised during stakeholder consultation and the IRCs response to these issues

3.1 Identification of stakeholders
AIS worked with IRC appointed Technical Advisory Committees (TACs) throughout the projects.
Across the four projects, twenty-one video conference TAC meetings were held. Due to Covid
restrictions no face-to-face TAC meetings were conducted. Ad hoc meetings were conducted with
smaller groups of stakeholders from within the TACs, and others recommended by TACs, as
required to discuss specific technical content.
TACs were comprised of subject matter experts from a broad cross-section of the
Electrotechnology industry including: Private and Government Rail Operators from all
States/Territories, Electrical Contractors, Distribution Network Service Providers, Meter
Installers, Fire & Emergency equipment installation/maintenance providers, Mining Industry,
Safety Sector, Transport Sector, Registered Training Organisations (RTOs), consultants, members
of Standards Australia Technical Committees, Government Departments, Regulators, Peak Bodies
and Associations.
3.2 Strategies for engaging stakeholders
Engagement was driven through the Electrotechnology IRC to maximise reach and depth of
engagement with appropriate stakeholders.
Throughout the development, AIS used the following communications strategies to ensure
relevant stakeholders were consulted:
•

IRC member communications to their industry networks using various methods.

•

Phone, video conference meetings and emails to key industry stakeholders.

•

Communication to State and Territory Training Authorities (STAs).

•

Project updates to 1126 Electrotechnology registered subscribers via direct email, with
links to draft products on the website for public consultation and validation periods. The
projects were also promoted through the AIS newsletter and social media.

•

Formal feedback was received from 16 stakeholders for the projects across the two
consultation periods. All stakeholder feedback received was presented to the TAC during
drafting and finalisation of products all decisions made at TAC meetings were documented.

As part of the AIS communication strategy, all key industry stakeholders were regularly informed
of the expected changes and impacts during the consultation periods.
Public consultation periods for electrotechnology projects were:
•

6 December 2021 – 28 January 2022

•

17 February 2022 – 7 March 2022

3.3 Participation by different types of stakeholders
Participation included representatives from the Electrotechnology, Private and Government Rail
Operators from all States/Territories, Electrical Contractors, Distribution Network Service
Providers, Meter Installers, Fire & Emergency equipment installation/maintenance providers,
Mining Industry, Safety Sector, Transport Sector, Registered Training Organisations (RTOs),
consultants, members of Standards Australia Technical Committees, Government Departments,
Regulators, Peak Bodies and Associations., etc.
TAC selection ensured that across the four projects, all Australian States and Territories,
metropolitan and regional areas and different enterprise sizes were represented.
Australian Industry Standards (AIS) circulated material for consultation to 1126
Electrotechnology registered subscribers.

4. Evidence of industry support
3B

4.1 Industry support
Feedback provided during consultation was constructive with positive support for the products.
Any concerns received were resolved during the first round of public consultation, with only very
minor additions as a result of final validation consultation.
The TACs for all four projects provided unanimous support at the sign-off TAC meeting. TAC
membership included employers from the relevant industry sectors.
Letters of support (attached) were received from industry bodies, employers, equipment
manufacturers/suppliers, installation and maintenance contractors, and Registered Training
Organisations.
The Electrotechnology IRC Chair signed off on the Case for Endorsement on XXXX.

4.2 Engagement of States and Territories
All State and Territory Training Authorities (STAs) were provided with the draft training products
during consultation periods of the projects and advised of the opportunity to provide feedback
through the AIS website.
They were provided the Case for Endorsement (CfE) and final drafts for their support over the period: DD MMMM YYYY to DD MMMM YYYY.
The following table shows the level of support following STA consultation:
State/Territory

Organisation

Australian
Capital
Territory

Skills Canberra

New South
Wales

Department of
Education

Northern
Territory

Department of Trade,
Business and
Innovation

Response

Queensland

Department of
Employment, Small
Business and Training

South Australia

Department for
Innovation and Skills

Tasmania

Skills Tasmania

Victoria

Department of
Education and Training

Western
Australia

Department of
Training and
Workforce
Development

4.3 Mitigation strategies
A key focus of the projects was revising and developing training products that reflected industry’s
contemporary skilling needs. New units reflect gaps in current UEE Training Package coverage.
Five (5) Rail Signalling Units of Competency that no longer support qualification outcomes will be
deleted as part of this release of the UEE Training Package.
The Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG) provides guidance on implementation and
a mapping documents provide guidance on equivalency.

4.4 Letters of industry support
Refer to Attachment G for the letters of support.

5. Dissenting views
4B

5.1 Dissenting views/issues raised
There are no dissenting views to report

5.2 Rationale for approval

6. Reports by exception
5B

There are no reports by exception

7. Mandatory Workplace Requirements
6B

Refer to Attachment D for a list of the units of competency, the MWR, the rationale for this, and
evidence of employer support for this requirement.
No Mandatory Workplace Requirements in the Training Package products developed.

8. Implementation of the new training packages
7B

8.1 Implementation issues
AIS used a consultation model that allowed individuals to comment on the draft training products
throughout the process and any potential implementation issues were resolved. Stakeholders have
not identified and potential implementation issues.
The industry stakeholders and RTOs directly involved in the development process are acutely
aware of the need to ensure that the Units of Competency can be implemented across a range of
settings. This awareness also extends to the risk of the nature of work in the electrotechnology
environment and the need to ensure the safety of participants in training and assessment.
The Units of Competency and their assessment requirements specify assessment can be
undertaken in a simulated workplace operational environment, according to the demands of the
work involved.
The UEE Electrotechnology Training Package CVIG Release 4.0 has been updated to ensure that
RTOs have advice on implementation of Training Package products.

8.2 Potential for traineeship or apprenticeships
The two Certificate IV qualifications in this Case for Endorsement are suitable for delivery as an
apprenticeship.

8.3 Occupational and licensing requirements
Units of Competency in this Case for Endorsement have been developed in consultation with the
relevant industry TAC so that, where appropriate, these align to the requirements of legislation,
regulations and mandated codes of practice.
The electricity meters unit is suitable for delivery to licenced electricians.
Licencing and regulatory requirements for the hazardous areas units is detailed within the unit
applications. These units are called up within electrical regulation in some states/territories.
Licencing requirements for the rail signalling units differs between jurisdictions, and there are
some exemptions for certain enterprises within jurisdictions. The design of the units supports
implementation in all of the different licencing regimes.
The review of the Advanced Diploma Engineering Technology Electrical removed content where a
licence to practice is required because the primary audience for this qualification will never
undertake licenced work.
Application of some of the units may require industry accreditations/licences as described in the
relevant unit application statement.

8.4 Extension to transition period
Where the need for an extension to the transition period is identified for training products that are
the subject of this Case for Endorsement, the SSO will apply to the relevant regulator for an extension
to transition, to mitigate the identified impact on other training products, particular student cohorts
or industry business needs

No extended transition period is required for any training products contained in this Case for
Endorsement.

9. Quality Assurance
8B

The Case for Endorsement meets the following requirements:
9B

o

Standards for Training Packages 2012

o

Training Package Products Policy

o

Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

o

Companion Volume Implementation Guide is available and quality assured.

✓
10B

✓
1B

✓
12B

✓
13B

Copies of quality assurance reports are included in Attachment F.
14B

10. Implementation of the Minister’s priorities in training packages
15B

Refer to Attachment E for information on no enrolment and low enrolment qualifications reviewed
as part of this project, and the outcomes of this review (i.e. product proposed for deletion or
retention). Attachment D also includes the rationale for retaining no and/or low enrolment products
when this is the proposal.
Please include an explanation of how approval of the proposed training products will support the
reform priorities for training packages agreed by skills ministers in November 2015 and October
2020:
Streamlining/rationalisation Streamlining/rationalisation of the training products does not apply
of training products
to this product release.
Five rail signalling units are being deleted as part of this case for
endorsement.
No new units are supported by existing training products:
•

There were no existing units which covered the content of the
three new rail signalling units. They cover technologies
introduced since they were last reviewed over ten years ago.

•

The new hazardous area units are a direct adoption from the
relevant industry standard and are required for enterprises
verify competence. There were no existing units which
covered the content

Ensure that more
Implementation information is available in the Electrotechnology
information about industry’s Companion Volume Implementation Guide.
expectations of training
delivery is available to
training providers to
improve their delivery and to
consumers to enable more
informed course choices

Ensure the training system
Electricity Meters and hazardous areas units provide post-trade
better supports individuals upskilling to support electrical trades people to work in these
to move more easily between specialised sub-sectors.
related occupations
The rail signalling qualification provides a pathway for both qualified
electricians and electrical fitters to move into this field
Improve the efficiency of the Three new Skill Sets developed to support post-trade upskilling to
training system by creating work in specialist areas including rail signalling and smart meter
units that can be owned and installation.
used by multiple industry
sectors
Foster greater recognition of
skill sets and work with
industry to support their
implementation

11. A link to the full content of the proposed training package component(s)
16B

The AISC should be provided with a link to the full, developed training package component(s) to be
approved under the Case for Endorsement.
A link to the training package components proposed for endorsement is included here.

This Case for Endorsement was agreed to by the [name] IRC

Name of Chair

Larry Moore

Signature of Chair

Date

28 June 2021

Attachment A: Training products submitted for approval
Please set out in the table below, the training products submitted for approval, including showing whether this is an updated, new or deleted
product.

Training Product Name

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

Type

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

Qualifications
UEE42622

Certificate IV in Hazardous areas – Electrical

Updated

NE

New units added to core of qualification

UEE41222

Certificate IV in Electrical – Rail Signalling

Updated

NE

Substantial changes made to core units and
elective group structure

UEE62122

Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology –
Electrical

Updated

NE

Substantial changes made to core units and
elective group structure

UEE61222

Advanced Diploma of Engineering – Explosion
protection

Updated

NE

New units added to core of qualification

Units of competency

UEEHA0020

Conduct detailed inspection of electrical
installations for hazardous areas

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0022

Determine the explosion-protection requirements
to meet a specified classified hazardous area

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0023

Develop and manage periodic electrical inspection
and maintenance programs for hazardous areas

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

Training Product Name

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

Type

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

UEEHA0025

Install explosion-protected equipment and
associated apparatus and wiring systems

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0026

Maintain equipment associated with hazardous
areas

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0029

Plan electrical installations for hazardous areas

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0031

Supervise repair and overhaul of explosionprotected equipment type flameproof (Ex d)

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0032

Supervise repair and overhaul of explosionprotected equipment type increased safety (Ex e)

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0033

Supervise repair and overhaul of explosionprotected equipment type intrinsically safe (Ex i)

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0034

Supervise repair and overhaul of explosionprotected equipment type pressurised (Ex p)

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0035

Supervise repair and overhaul of explosionprotected rotating machines

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

Training Product Name

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

Type

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

UEEHA0038

Conduct visual and close inspection of electrical
installations for hazardous areas

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEEHA0039

Supervise repair and overhaul of explosionprotected equipment type Group III (‘t’)

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0021

Assemble and wire electrical rail signalling
equipment

Updated

NE

UEERS0022

Find and repair rail signalling system faults

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0023

Inspect, test and certify rail power signal equipment

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0024

Install and maintain rail track circuit leads and
bonds

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0025

Maintain active level crossing equipment

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0027

Maintain computer-based interlocking rail systems

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

Application of unit broadened to cover additional
workplace contexts

Training Product Name

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

Type

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

UEERS0028

Maintain mechanical rail signalling equipment and
infrastructure

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0029

Maintain non-vital telemetry systems

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0030

Maintain power-operated point actuating devices

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0031

Maintain rail signalling power supplies

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0032

Maintain trackside signal and train protection
equipment

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0033

Maintain train detection equipment

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0034

Maintain vital relay interlocking systems

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

UEERS0036

Repair rail signalling power and control cables

Updated

E

Workplace outcomes unaltered

Training Product Name

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

Type

UEERS0037

Test copper rail signalling cables

Updated

E

UEEEL0078

Install and commission whole current electricity
meters

Updated

NE

UEECD0064

Interpret, produce and modify electrical drawings

New

NA

UEEEL0077

Evaluate and report on performance of LV machines

New

NA

UEEEL0079

Plan and analyse LV electrical apparatus and
circuits

New

NA

UEEEL0080

Design and analyse wiring systems, circuits, control
and protection for electrical installations

New

NA

UEEIC0051

Evaluate motor drive systems and diagnose faults

New

NA

UEEHA0016

Assess the fitness-for-purpose of explosionprotected equipment

New

NA

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

Workplace outcomes unaltered

Unit updated to reflect contemporary workplace
requirements which included addition of new
content

Training Product Name

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

Type

UEEHA0017

Classify areas where a combustible dust hazard may
arise

New

NA

UEEHA0018

Classify areas where flammable gas or vapour
hazards may arise

New

NA

UEEHA0019

Conduct a conformity assessment review of
explosion-protected equipment

New

NA

UEEHA0021

Design explosion-protected of electrical systems
and installations

New

NA

UEEHA0024

Inspect, maintain and fit plugs/couplers for reeling,
trailing and flexible cables - coal mining

New

NA

UEEHA0027

Manage continuous supervision inspection of
electrical installations for hazardous areas

New

NA

UEEHA0028

Perform compliance audits of hazardous areas and
related electrical installation

New

NA

UEEHA0030

Repair reeling, trailing and flexible cables used in
coal mining

New

NA

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

Training Product Name

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

Type

UEEHA0036

Test reeling, trailing and flexible cables and their
attachments used in coal mining

New

NA

UEEHA0037

Verify compliance of repaired reeling, trailing and
flexible cables and attachments - coal mining

New

NA

UEERS0020

Apply rail signalling principles

New

NA

UEERS0026

Maintain communications based signalling
equipment

New

NA

UEERS0035

Maintain wayside asset protection equipment

New

NA

UEECD0058

Observe safety practices are followed in the vicinity
of isolated electrical cables

Deleted

NA

UEERS0002

Decommission electrical and electromechanical rail
signalling from service

Deleted

NA

UEERS0003

Develop rail signalling system maintenance
programs

Deleted

NA

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

Training Product Name

For existing products,
equivalence/nonequivalence status

Type

UEERS0007

Install and maintain non-vital screen-based control
systems

Deleted

NA

UEERS0015

Maintain electronic and microprocessor-based
remote control systems

Deleted

NA

UEESS00187

Electrical - Install and Set Up Interval Metering Skill
Set

Updated

NE

UEESS00188

Electrical - Rail Signalling Principles Skill Set

New

NA

UEESS00189

Rail Signalling Constructor Skill Set

New

NA

For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/non-equivalence status

Skill Sets

Changes to units required for skill set

Attachment B: How qualification updates support job roles
Please use the table below to demonstrate how the proposed updates to qualifications will better support job roles
Job role

Qualification

Proposed updates and how these better support the job role

Electronic Engineering Technician
Electrician (General)

UEE42622 Certificate IV in
Hazardous areas – Electrical

Revised qualification includes the full suite of competencies contained in
AS/NZS4761.1:2018

Electronic Instrument Trades
Worker (Special Class)

UEE41222 Certificate IV in
Electrical – Rail Signalling

Qualification updated to:
• Remove units of competency that were not appropriate for technicians (they
were more appropriate for supervisory and managerial roles
• Updated units to reflect the focus of ‘maintain and set to work’ rather than
‘install and maintain’ which was in many units titles, but never undertaken by
the vast majority of workers.
• New units developed to cover new and emerging technologies.
• Core restructured to better reflect different equipment used across rail
operations in different States/Territories.

Electrical Engineering Technician

UEE62122 Advanced Diploma of
Engineering Technology –
Electrical

Significant changes made to core and elective units to better reflect the vocational
destinations of graduates, i.e. units now cover higher level engineering concepts –
licenced Electrician units removed.

Electronic Engineering Technician
Electrician (General)

UEE61222 Advanced Diploma of
Engineering – Explosion
protection

Revised qualification includes the full suite of competencies contained in
AS/NZS4761.1:2018

Attachment C: Stakeholder consultation
List of stakeholders who actively participated in stakeholder consultation for the project:
Name

Organisation

Title

Industry

Representation Type

State

Andrew O'Connell

TAFE NSW

Head Teacher - Electrical
Engineering

Electrotechnology

RTO

NSW

Srinivasan
Ramanathan

Swinburne University

Teacher Convenor

Electrotechnology

RTO

VIC

Jatinder Ahuja

Project Management Vision

CEO

Electrotechnology

RTO

WA

Kevin Gawada

Ausinet

Trainer

Electrotechnology

RTO

NT

David Zanich

South Metropolitan TAFE

Principal Lecturer Applied
Engineering (Electrical / Electronic
Engineering)

Electrotechnology

RTO

WA

Kourosh
Shafizadeh

South Metropolitan TAFE

Principal Lecturer Engineering

Electrotechnology

RTO

WA

Sean Russell

Master Electricians Australia

Technical Advisor

Electrotechnology

Employer / Industry
Association

QLD

Anthony Norman
Jones

McGraw-Hill

Electrotechnology Trainer-assessor

Electrotechnology

RTO

Greg Kempton

Canberra Institute of
Technology

Senior Electrical Trainer

Electrotechnology

RTO

ACT

ACT

Name

Organisation

Title

Industry

Representation Type

State

Paul Ronald Evans

Energex

Electrical fitter mechanic

Electrotechnology

Employer

QLD

Karl Arnold

Mondo Power (Ausnet Services
Distribution Network)

SME Field Metering Technician

Electrotechnology

Employer

VIC

Raymond Stanton

Verico Training Services

Trainer/Assessor

Electrotechnology

RTO

NSW

Adam Lewis

LogiCamms / Competency
Training

Lead E&I Engineer and Trainer

Electrotechnology

RTO

Mark William
McLean

NPG Mining Pty Ltd

Electrical Engineer / Technical and
Training Assessor

Electrotechnology

RTO

Wade Sabey

Peabody Energy

Electrical Engineering ManagerMetropolitan Coal Mine

Electrotechnology

Employer

NSW

David Drinkwater

Glencore- Ravensworth UG and
CHPP

Manager of Electrical Engineering

Electrotechnology

Employer

NSW

Michael Rogers

Rogers Safety Group

Consultant/Trainer

Electrotechnology

RTO

NSW

Mario Dona

Beach Energy

Senior Staff Engineer
Instrumentation / Electrical /
Communications

Electrotechnology

Employer

SA

Tony McKewin

Volt Edge Pty Ltd

Managing Director

Electrotechnology

Employer

QLD

Michael Nelmes

Electrogroup training

Workplace TrainerElectrical/Electrical
contracting/Hazardous Areas

Electrotechnology

RTO

QLD

QLD

NSW

Name

Organisation

Title

Industry

Representation Type

State

Robert Hurnall

B&L Electrical Projects

Director B&L Electrical Projects/Qld
Hazardous area Auditor

Electrotechnology

Employer

QLD

Chris Ryan

Contracted to SPIE, labour hire
to Chevron

EEHA Specialist

Electrotechnology

Employer

WA

Colin Scott Officer

SPIE Plexal

Senior E&I Designer

Electrotechnology

Employer

WA

Andrew
Hardiman

LogiCamms / Competency
Training

Senior Electrical Engineer / Trainer

Electrotechnology

RTO

QLD

Gareth Talamini

Extend Training / QGE

Trainer

Electrotechnology

RTO

QLD

Gareth Peters

TAFE Gippsland

Managing Director

Electrotechnology

RTO

VIC

Brent Matthews

Energy Safe Victoria

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

VIC

Mark McKay

V/line

Competency Specialist - Signal and
Communications

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

VIC

Paul Govett

V/Line Corporation

Competency Specialist - Signals &
Communications

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

VIC

Peter Willis

Metro Trains Melbourne

Training Coordinator - MTM Signals
department

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

VIC

Stuart Brown

RMC Rail Services

Signal Superintendent

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

WA

Chad Thompson

Transport for NSW

Signal Electrical Senior Associate

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

NSW

David Mulley

Sydney Trains

Engineering Competency Manager

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

NSW

Name

Organisation

Title

Industry

Representation Type

State

John Budden

ARTC

Signal Maintenance Engineer

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

NSW

Vicky Kent

Rio Tinto

Specialist Rail Training

Electrotechnology

RTO

WA

Phil Nankervis

HRD Integrated Services

Director and Trainer

Electrotechnology

RTO

VIC

John Lythall

Uptrain

Trainer assessor

Electrotechnology

RTO

QLD

Paul Thorman

Metrotrains Melbourne

Manager Training Signals

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

VIC

Jeanette Aitken

Competency Australia Pty
Limited

Director

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

NSW

Raymond Hayes

Aurizon

Team Leader Reliability &
Performance

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

QLD

Trevor Moore

JMD Railtech/Rail Industry
Safety & Standards Board

IRC member

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

SA

Alan Green

North Metropolitan TAFE

Electrical Lecturer

Electrotechnology

RTO

WA

Trent Swain

TasRail

Assets Electrician Level 3 (Signals)

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

TAS

John Donato
Parisi

Metro Trains Melbourne

Technical Signals Trainer

Electrotechnology

RTO

VIC

Reece Willcox

Queensland Rail

Specialist Rail Trainer (Electrical Sig)

Electrotechnology

RTO

QLD

Peter Lovelle

Arc Infrastructure

Senior Asset Management Officer

Electrotechnology

Industry Association

WA

Summary of Feedback by Stakeholder type:
Stakeholder Type

Key Feedback Points

Actions Taken to Address Feedback

•

Provided direction on content related to
rail signalling standards

•

Units amended by TAC based on feedback

•

ETU member doesn’t support addition of
Fitter qualification to Rail signalling
qualification

•

IRC to vote on inclusion of the qual in entry requirement

Peak Industry Bodies

•

Provided advice on links to regulation and
licencing requirements

•

Licencing statements included in unit application to
cover regulatory requirements

Employers (Non-IRC)

•

Provided advice on which Australian
Standards to reference

•

List of relevant Australian Standards included in
Companion Volume Implementation Guide

Regulators

•

Provided advice on licencing statements

•

Licencing statements included in Unit Application to
cover regulatory requirements

Registered Training Organisations (RTOs)

•

Requested references be made to relevant
Australian Standards

•

List of relevant Australian Standards included in
Companion Volume Implementation Guide

•

Provided advice on licencing requirements

•

•

Provided advice on prerequisites

Licencing statements included in unit application to
cover regulatory requirements

•

Provided advice on cabling licence
requirements

•

Prerequisites were amended based on feedback received

•

ACMA cabling accreditation checked and reference
updated in unit application.

•

Units amended by TAC based on input

Industry Reference Committee (IRC)
Representatives

Training Boards/Other

•

Standards Australia Committee
responsible for maintenance of
AS/NZS4761 provided significant input

Stakeholder Type

Key Feedback Points

Actions Taken to Address Feedback

and guidance (two committee members
were on the TAC)
State and Territory Training Authorities
(STAs)

Victoria:
•

Prerequisites not packaged in
qualifications, including suggestion that
electrical units with authentic workplace
evidence requirements created a barrier in
UEE62122.

•

Feedback was incorrect and no amendments required

•

Concern about Rail Signalling entry
requirement.

•

Have referred to Victorian Rail Stakeholders that have
requested the option to deliver concurrently

•

Feedback suggesting changes are needed
to unit application wording in Hazardous
areas units.

•

Wording of application is directly related to the standard
the units are adopted from and has been approved by the
TAC which reflects users of the units.

•

Feedback about range of conditions
requirements in four units.

•

Referred to TAC and slight amendments made.

•

Concern about Rail Signalling entry
requirement

•

Currently working with STA to address concerns

WA

Unions
Please add other categories as appropriate

None received

Summary of Issues raised during stakeholder consultation
Issue raised

Key Feedback Points

Actions Taken to Address Feedback

Type of motors covered in
UEEEL0077 Evaluate and report on
performance of LV machines

•

Needs to cover brushless DC motors

•

Already covered in other UEE units related to motors

Terminology used in UEEEL0078
Install and commission whole
current electricity meters;

•

Terminology may not work in all jurisdictions

•

TAC amended terminology used in initial drafts

Ability to complete entry level
qualifications in a rail signalling
environment

•

Some units in the Cert IV Rail Signalling entry
qualification are difficult for apprentices to
complete

•

In many jurisdictions the rail signalling work is licenced and as
such the entry requirement qualifications are necessary to
achieve the Licence requirement. In some instances apprentices
may need to undertake placement with electrical contractors to
achieve requirements. The addition of the Fitter qualification to
the entry requirement largely alleviates this problem.

Australian Standard references

•

Requested addition of references to relevant
Australian Standards

•

List of relevant Australian Standards included in Companion
Volume Implementation Guide

•

Suggested different Australian Standards that
were applicable

•

Suggested a new unit was required for cyber
security

•

Signalling technicians responsibility in this area are limited. If
more in depth content is required there are appropriate units
that could be imported to the qualification

More coverage of cyber security

Attachment D: Mandatory Workplace Requirements in Training Products
Please set out in the table below training products which include a mandatory workplace requirement (i.e. which must be completed in a workplace)
Code/title

Description of the
Requirement
(e.g. work placement,
assessment requirement)

Rationale for Inclusion

No mandatory workplace requirements in the training package product developed.

Evidence of employer
support

Attachment E: No enrolment and low enrolment training products
No Enrolment:
Please set out in the table below those training products that have had no enrolments over the past three years for which data is available
Units of Competency
Name of Unit/Unit Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

UEECD0058 Observe safety practices
are followed in the vicinity of isolated
electrical cables

Delete

UEEHA0020 Conduct detailed inspection
of electrical installations for hazardous
areas

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0022 Determine the explosionprotection requirements to meet a
specified classified hazardous area

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0023 Develop and manage
periodic electrical inspection and
maintenance programs for hazardous
areas

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0025 Install explosion-protected
equipment and associated apparatus
and wiring systems

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0026 Maintain equipment
associated with hazardous areas

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0029 Plan electrical installations
for hazardous areas

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0031 Supervise repair and
overhaul of explosion-protected
equipment type flameproof (Ex d)

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0032 Supervise repair and
overhaul of explosion-protected
equipment type increased safety (Ex e)

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0033 Supervise repair and
overhaul of explosion-protected
equipment type intrinsically safe (Ex i)

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0034 Supervise repair and
overhaul of explosion-protected
equipment type pressurised (Ex p)

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0035 Supervise repair and
overhaul of explosion-protected rotating
machines

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0038 Conduct visual and close
inspection of electrical installations for
hazardous areas

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEEHA0039 Supervise repair and
overhaul of explosion-protected
equipment type Group III (‘t’)

Retain

Current version is still in transition and no enrolments
recorded yet

UEERS0003 Develop rail signalling
system maintenance programs

Delete

Qualifications
Name of Qualification/ Qualification Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

NIL
Low Enrolment:
Please set out in the table below those training products that have had low enrolments over the past three years for which data is available 1
0F

Units of Competency
Name of Unit/Unit Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

UEERS0002 Decommission electrical and
electromechanical rail signalling from
service

Delete

UEERS0007 Install and maintain nonvital screen-based control systems

Delete

UEERS0015 Maintain electronic and
microprocessor-based remote control
systems

Delete

UEERS0016 Maintain mechanical rail
signalling equipment and infrastructure

Retain

Content updated to reflect contemporary practice

UEERS0018 Test and commission rail
power equipment

Retain

Content updated to reflect contemporary practice

Qualifications

Low enrolment training products are qualifications or units of competency that have had less than 42 enrolments in each of the past three years (this is the maximum no. of
enrolments for the bottom 25% of qualifications based on average enrolments over 2016 - 2018)
1

Name of Qualification/ Qualification Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

UEE61220 Advanced Diploma of
Engineering – Explosion protection

Retain

Content updated to reflect contemporary practice

Training Package Quality Assurance
Attachment F: Quality assurance reports

Quality Report
Section 1 – Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

UEE Electrotechnology Training Package (Release 4.0)

Number of new qualifications and their
titles1

There were no new qualifications.
There were two new Skill Sets:
UEESS00188 Electrical - Rail Signalling Principles Skill Set
UEESS00189 Rail Signalling Constructor Skill Set

Number of revised qualifications and
their titles2

4 revised qualifications:
UEE41222 Certificate IV in Electrical – Rail Signalling.
UEE42622 Certificate IV in Hazardous areas - Electrical.
UEE61222 Advanced Diploma of Engineering - Explosion protection
UEE62122 Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology – Electrical
One revised Skill Set:
•

Number of new units of competency
and their titles

19 new units
•

Number of revised units of competency and their titles

Confirmation that the panel member is
independent of:
• the Training Package or Training
Package components review (‘Yes’ or
‘No’)
• development and/or validation activities associated with the Case for Endorsement
(‘Yes’ or ‘No’)
• undertaking the Equity and/or Editorial Reports for the training package
products that are the subject of this
quality report (‘Yes’ or ‘No’)
1
2

UEESS00187 Electrical - Install and commission whole
current electricity meters

See Attachment A

29 revised units of competency.
• See Attachment A
I confirm through affirmation:

Yes
Yes
Yes

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list.
When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list.
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Information required

Detail

Confirmation of the Training Packages
or components thereof being compliant
with the Standards for Training Packages 2012
Confirmation of the Training Packages
or components thereof being compliant
with the Training Package Products Policy
Confirmation of the Training Packages
or components thereof being compliant
with the Training Package Development
and Endorsement Process Policy

These Training Package components are compliant with the
Standards for Training Packages 2012.

This Training Package and its component parts are compliant
with the Training Package Products Policy.

These Training Package components are compliant with the
Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy.
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Information required

Detail

Panel member’s view about whether:
•
the evidence of consultation and
validation process being fit for purpose and commensurate with the
scope
•
estimated impact of the proposed
changes is sufficient and convincing

As evidenced by the Case for Endorsement (CfE), and the associated appendices, consultation was sufficient and specific to
the project. The Technical Advisory Committee was nationally
representative of a broad cross-section of relevant stakeholders.
The CfE convincingly outlines the reasons for the addition and
revision of these units and associated qualification as an update
within the existing Training Package. The impact of and reasons
behind these additions is also clear including as stated in the
CfE that:
There were no existing units covering the content of the three
new rail signalling units. They cover technologies introduced
since they were last reviewed over ten years ago.
The disparity between the qualification outcomes and employers’ skill and knowledge needs was addressed through these
proposed changes to rail signalling units and associated qualifications.
The entry requirement for the qualification was updated to better reflect industry pathways.
The training products address the skills needs for technical skills
and knowledge required by the rail signalling sector to work
safely in compliance with industry requirements
The new hazardous area units and electrical meters are a direct
adoption from the relevant industry standard and are required
for enterprises to verify competence. There were no existing
units which covered this essential content.
Units no longer required were deleted.

Name of panel member completing
Quality Report
Date of completion of the Quality Report

There are no exception reports to the consultation findings.
Terry Smith
28th April, 2022
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Section 2 – Compliance with the Standards for Training Packages 2012
Standards for Training Packages

Standard 1

Standard
met
‘yes’ or
‘no’
Yes

Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
editorial reports)
I confirm that the:
• units of competency
• assessment requirements (associated with
each unit of competency)
• revised and new qualification and
• UEE Training Package CVIG

Training Packages consist of the following:
1. AISC endorsed components:
• qualifications
• units of competency
• assessment requirements
(associated with each unit
of competency)
• credit arrangements
2. One or more quality assured
companion volumes (CVIG)
Standard 2

Yes

Training Package developers comply with the Training Package Products Policy
Standard 3

The Training Package developers have complied with
the Training Package Products Policy. All conditions
have been met.

Yes

The Training Package developers have complied with
the AISC Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy in all aspects: consultation; development; and compliance.

Yes

The standards of performance required in the workplace are specified in the units of competency. They
are in plain English and are written clearly.

Training Package developers comply with the AISC Training Package
Development and Endorsement
Process Policy
Standard 4

are all evident.

Units of competency specify the
standards of performance required
in the workplace

The standards of performance and associated benchmarks are evident.
The elements and associated performance criteria are
clear and logically sequenced.
The units are well structured and easy to understand
and apply.

Standard 5
The structure of units of competency complies with the unit of
competency template

Yes

The structure meets the specified template requirements. In reviewing I can confirm that the Foundation
Skills are explicit and embedded in the performance
criteria throughout all units. This was proven through
analysis against the ASQA resource Trigger Words for
Foundation Skills.
Unit titles are correct and unit applications are clear,
including provision of context.
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Standards for Training Packages

Standard 6

Standard
met
‘yes’ or
‘no’
Yes

Assessment requirements specify
the evidence and required conditions for assessment

Standard 7

Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
editorial reports)
Assessment requirements are clear as are the conditions for assessment.
Performance evidence is specifically related to performance criteria and associated elements. The performance evidence is a clear, detailed and concise
summary of the unit’s performance requirements.

Yes

Every unit of competency has associated assessment requirements.

Knowledge evidence is clearly related and specifically
linked to the performance criteria of the unit. All
components are clear, readily understandable and
logical.
All units have associated assessment requirements.
The assessment requirements comply with the relevant and specified template.

The structure of assessment requirements complies with the assessment requirements template
Standard 8
Qualifications comply with the Australian Qualifications Framework
specification for that qualification
type

Yes

The revised qualifications complies with the Australian Qualification Framework for that qualification
type.
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Standards for Training Packages

Standard 9

Standard
met
‘yes’ or
‘no’
Yes

The structure of the information
for the Australian Qualifications
Framework qualification complies
with the qualification template

Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
editorial reports)
The qualifications that these units sit within are
compliant.
I note the editorial reporter’s comments in relation
to entry requirements and the associated clause in
the Training Package Products Policy Section 3.2.1. I
am satisfied with the SSO representative’s explanation that full completion of the Certificate III prior to
this Certificate IV as an entry requirement would effectively unnecessarily extend the study and completion pathway.
The intent of this concurrent approach is that the
candidate for the certificate IV qualification must be
enrolled in the lower level qualification and be
studying towards its completion, when enrolled in
this specialised course.
I accept the justification that, in this instance, this
concurrent entry requirement is an industry specific
requirement that negates the need to fully complete the Certificate III before enrolling in the Certificate IV.
The alternative approach would be to create an unnecessarily lengthy dual qualification pathway that
would be inflexible and lead to little to no take-up
of apprenticeships specific to this sector. This would
then thereby limit apprenticeship opportunities and
go against the grain of the training package system
and its intent.

Standard 10
Credit arrangements existing between Training Package qualifications and Higher Education qualifications are listed in a format that
complies with the credit arrangements template

N/A

The recommended approach is essentially a better
and more flexible approach than the previous nesting of initial electrotechnology units.
There are no credit arrangements currently in place,
this revision makes no change to this.
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Standards for Training Packages

Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
editorial reports)

Standard 11

Standard
met
‘yes’ or
‘no’
Yes

A quality assured companion volume implementation guide produced by the Training Package developer is available at the time of
endorsement and complies with
the companion volume implementation guide template.
Standard 12

Yes

The UEE CVIG is complemented by appendices
providing supplementary information. This also
makes the information easier to access.

Training Package developers produce other quality assured companion volumes to meet the needs
of their stakeholders as required.

A Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG)
exists and provides clear and useful information. It
also includes clear guidance on the context of the
range of job role environment applications and conditions and has useful advice for implementers and
educators.

Section 3 – Compliance with the training package quality principles
Note: not all training package quality principles might be applicable to every training package or its components. Please provide a supporting statement/evidence of compliance or non-compliance against each principle.

Quality principle 1. Reflect identified workforce outcomes
Key features

Driven by industry’s needs

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A
Yes

Evidence demonstrating compliance/non-compliance with the
quality principle
Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy
The refinements in this revision were clearly driven by industry and changing and emerging industry needs. The units and
their packaging cover key job role areas associated within rail
signalling and engineering.
The consultation and development associated with the development of units ensured that it has been driven by industry’s
needs, emerging developments and expectations.

Compliant and responds to
government policy initiatives

Yes

The project was driven by the requirement to meet the
emerging industry needs. This work is highly specific work
within specialised industry contexts.
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Training package component
responds to the COAG Industry and Skills Council’s
(CISC) training package-related initiatives or directions, in particular the 2015
training package reforms.
Please specify which of the
following CISC reforms are
relevant to the training
product and identify supporting evidence:
• ensure obsolete and superfluous qualifications
are removed from the system
•

ensure that more information about industry’s
expectations of training
delivery is available to
training providers to improve their delivery and to
consumers to enable
more informed course
choices

•

ensure that the training
system better supports individuals to move easily
from one related occupation to another

•

improve the efficiency of
the training system by creating units that can be
owned and used by multiple industry sectors

•

foster greater recognition
of skill sets

Reflect contemporary work
organisation and job profiles
incorporating a future orientation

The CVIG is readily available, in a useable style, to training providers to improve their delivery and offer information on
range and context and to clarify for stakeholders what is covered in the units and associated qualification.

Yes

The units are future oriented. Nothing in the language of
these units excludes future application.
The CVIG also provides critical information on current job
roles and associated functions.
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Quality principle 2: Support portability of skills and competencies including reflecting licensing and
regulatory requirements
Key features

Support movement of skills
within and across organisations and sectors

Quality
principle is
met:
Yes /
No or
N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

N/A

These are specialised skill areas in rail signalling and engineering.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

However as stated in the equity report the electricity meters
and hazardous areas units provide post-trade upskilling to support electrical trades people to work in these specialised subsectors.
The rail signalling qualification provides a pathway for both
qualified electricians and electrical fitters to move into this field
Three new Skill Sets developed to support post-trade upskilling
to work in specialist areas including rail signalling and smart
meter installation.

Promote national and international portability

Yes

These units appear to be nationally portable and could be used
in an international context.

Reflect regulatory requirements and licensing

Yes

Licensing and regulatory requirements are specified and detailed where necessary.

Quality principle 3: Reflect national agreement about the core transferable skills and core
job-specific skills required for job roles as identified by industry
Key features

Reflect national consensus

Quality
principle is
met:
Yes /
No or
N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Yes

The CfE clearly demonstrates the wide national consultation
that occurred and the areas of national consensus.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

There are no exception reports.
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Key features

Recognise convergence and
connectivity of skills

Quality
principle is
met:
Yes /
No or
N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

N/A

These units are specific to work roles in rail signalling and engineering and have no connectivity to other contexts or use.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy
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Quality principle 4: Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs including the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces
Key features

Quality
principle is
met:
Yes /
No or
N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Meet the diversity of individual and employer needs

Yes

These units are specific to rail signalling and engineering and
meet the requirements of specific employer needs namely rail
signalling and engineering while at the same time meeting the
broader trade and licensing requirements.

Support equitable access and
progression of learners

Yes

There is no evidence of excessive or unnecessary inclusion of
prerequisites. Where they exist it is a legitimate requirement.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

These units are specific to associated job roles within rail signalling and engineering and have no connectivity to other contexts
or use.
The concurrent delivery of Certificate III and IV essentially embedding the Certificate III in the Certificate IV pathway enables
apprentices to not be disadvantaged by doing this specialised
qualification while meeting broader industry licensing requirements.

Quality principle 5: Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement between the school, vocational education and higher education sectors
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Key features

Support learner transition between education sectors

Quality
principle is
met:
Yes /
No or
N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

N/A

These units and qualification are specific to associated within
rail signalling and engineering roles and have no connectivity to
other contexts or use. Embedding the related Certificate III
qualification allows for transition between work sector qualifications.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

The broader training package provides qualifications that can
be utilised to seek articulation into higher education studies.
VET in school pathways do not apply to these specialised contexts.
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Quality principle 6: Support interpretation by training providers and others through the
use of simple, concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements
Key features

Quality
principle is
met:
Yes /
No or
N/A

Support implementation
across a range of settings

N/A

Support sound assessment
practice

Yes

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle
Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

These units are specific to associated job roles within rail signalling and engineering and have no connectivity to other contexts or use.
The depth and breadth of assessments is consistent and clear.
Assessment conditions are clearly outlined.
The units of competency and associated assessment requirements clearly specify the outcomes required in plain English
and provide specific volume and context.

Support implementation

Yes

The product is compliant with TGA/National Register requirements for publication. The CVIG provides clear advice about
unit application and context.
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Editorial Report
1. Cover page

Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

UEE Electrotechnology Training Package (Release 4.0)

Number of new qualifications and their titles 1

There were no new qualifications.
There were two new Skill Sets:
UEESS00188 Electrical - Rail Signalling Principles Skill Set
UEESS00189 Rail Signalling Constructor Skill Set

Number of revised qualifications and their
titles

4 revised qualifications:
UEE41222 Certificate IV in Electrical – Rail Signalling.
UEE42622 Certificate IV in Hazardous areas - Electrical.
UEE61222Advanced Diploma of Engineering - Explosion protection
UEE62122 Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology – Electrical
One revised Skill Set:
UEESS00187 Electrical - Install and commission whole current
electricity meters Skill

Number of new units of competency and
their titles

19 new units
See Attachment A

Number of revised units of competency
and their titles

29 revised units of competency.
See Attachment A

Confirmation that the draft training package components are publication-ready

The draft training package components are publication ready.

Is the Editorial Report prepared by a
member of the Quality Assurance Panel?
If ‘yes’ please provide a name.

Yes

Date of completion of the report

20/4/22

1

Bernadette Delaney

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attachment.
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2. Content and structure
Units of competency
Editorial requirements
Standard 5:
• The structure of units of competency complies with the unit of competency template.

Standard 7:
• The structure of assessment requirements
complies with the assessment requirements
template.

Comments
The units of competency comply with the template.
Mandatory fields are covered including application, elements, performance criteria and unit mapping information.

The assessment requirements comply with the template.

Each one reviewed contained performance and knowledge evidence as
well as assessment conditions. The Performance Evidence had volume
or frequency. Assessment Conditions included information about assessment processes and resources.

Qualifications
Editorial requirements
Standard 9:
• The structure of the information for qualifications complies with the qualification template.

Comments by the editor
Qualifications
The structure of the qualifications does comply with the template.

The entry requirements do not follow the Training Package Products
Policy, which does not allow for entry requirements to be undertaken
concurrently. The Policy states:
“3.2.1 Entry requirements must be:
achieved prior to commencing the qualification
specific to the knowledge, skills, or experience required to commence
the qualification, and expressed in terms of competency or licensing.”

The entry statement for this qualification :
UEE41222 Certificate IV in Electrical – Rail Signalling contains this statement after listing required qualifications and licensing:
“Can be completed concurrently with either of the entry requirement
qualifications listed above as long as all requirements for completion of
the relevant Certificate III qualification are met prior to issuing this
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Editorial requirements

Comments by the editor
qualification. Care should be taken to ensure all prerequisite units are
met.”

This was explained by the developer as a unique requirement of this
qualification to allow the qualification to be delivered in four rather
than seven years. Information has been provided in the Case for Endorsement.

All other fields as in the template are completed.

Skill Set
Entry requirements in the Skill Set UEESS00187 Electrical - Install and
commission whole current electricity meters Skill Set
does not follow the Training Package Products Policy (if done concurrently cannot be completed before commencing) which indicates that
entry requirements must:
“Entry requirements must be:
-achieved prior to commencing the qualification
-specific to the knowledge, skills, or experience required to commence
the qualification, and
-expressed in terms of competency or licensing”(4.3.1).
Standard 10:
• Credit arrangements existing between Training Package qualifications and Higher Education qualifications are listed in a format that
complies with the credit arrangements template.

Australian Industry Standards (AIS) provided details on credit arrangements which stated that “at the time of endorsement of this Training
Package no national credit arrangements exist.’ This is also recorded in
the Companion Volume.

Companion Volumes
Editorial requirements
Standard 11:
• A quality assured companion volume implementation guide is available and complies
with the companion volume implementation
guide template.

Comments by the editor
All required components for the Companion Volume Implementation
Guide (CVIG) comply with the template.

The requirements of the CVIG and the Training Package Products Policy
were compliant. This included Skill Set pathways to qualifications.

The CVIG was clearly presented and supported by mapping in the Appendices.
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3.

Proofreading

Editorial requirements

Comments by the editor

•

Unit codes and titles and qualification
codes and titles are accurately cross-referenced throughout the training package product(s) including mapping information and
packaging rules, and in the companion volume implementation guide.

Yes. The qualification and unit codes and titles are accurately cross-referenced throughout the training package products including mapping
information and packaging rules, and in the companion volume implementation guide.

•

Units of competency and their content are
presented in full.

Units were presented in full.

•

The author of the Editorial Report is satisfied
with the quality of the training products, specifically with regard to:
o absence of spelling, grammatical and typing mistakes
o consistency of language and formatting
o logical structure and presentation of the
document.
o compliance with the required templates

Yes. The training product developers have been responsive to editorial
suggestions and comments. Editorial review has checked that the training products:
•
•
•
•

do not have spelling, grammatical and typing mistakes
use consistent language and formatting
use a logical structure and presentation
comply with the required templates.
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Attachment A
New units
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

UEECD0064 Interpret, produce and modify electrotechnology drawings
UEEEL0077 Evaluate and report on the performance of LV machines
UEEEL0079 Plan and analyse LV electrical apparatus
UEEEL0080 Plan and analyse wiring systems, circuits, control and protection for electrical installations
UEEHA0016 Assess the fitness-for-purpose of explosion-protected equipment
UEEHA0017 Classify areas where a combustible dust hazard may arise
UEEHA0018 Classify areas where flammable gas or vapour hazards may arise
UEEHA0019 Conduct a conformity assessment review of explosion-protected equipment
UEEHA0021 Design explosion-protected electrical systems and installations
UEEHA0024 Inspect, maintain and fit plugs/couplers for reeling, trailing and flexible cables - coal mining.
UEEHA0027 Manage continuous supervision inspection of electrical installations for hazardous areas
UEEHA0028 Perform compliance audits of hazardous areas and related electrical installation
UEEHA0030 Repair reeling, trailing and flexible cables used in coal mining
UEEHA0036 Test reeling, trailing and flexible cables and their attachments used in coal mining
UEEHA0037 Verify compliance of repaired reeling, trailing and flexible cables and attachments - coal
mining
UEEIC0051 Evaluate motor drive systems and diagnose faults
UEERS0020 Apply rail signalling principles
UEERS0026 Maintain communications based signalling equipment
UEERS0035 Maintain wayside asset protection equipment

Revised Units
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

UEEHA0020 Conduct detailed inspection of electrical installations for hazardous areas
UEEHA0038 Conduct visual and close inspection of electrical installations for hazardous areas
UEEHA0022 Determine the explosion-protection requirements to meet a specified classified hazardous
area
UEEHA0025 Install explosion-protected equipment and associated apparatus and wiring systems
UEEHA0026 Maintain equipment associated with hazardous areas
UEEHA0029 Plan electrical installations for hazardous areas
UEEHA0023 Develop and manage periodic electrical inspection and maintenance programs for hazardous areas
UEEHA0039 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type Group III (‘t’)
UEEHA0031 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type flameproof (Ex d)
UEEHA0033 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type intrinsically safe (Ex i)
UEEHA0035 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected rotating machines
UEERS0022 Find and repair rail signalling system faults
UEERS0027 Maintain computer-based interlocking rail systems
UEERS0029 Maintain non-vital telemetry systems
UEERS0030 Maintain power-operated point actuating devices
UEERS0031 Maintain rail signalling power supplies
UEERS0024 Install and maintain rail track circuit leads and bonds
UEERS0032 Maintain trackside signal and train protection equipment
UEERS0033 Maintain train detection equipment
UEERS0034 Maintain vital relay interlocking systems
UEERS0028 Maintain mechanical rail signalling equipment and infrastructure
UEERS0036 Repair rail signalling power and control cables
UEERS0023 Inspect, test and certify rail power signal equipment
UEERS0037 Test copper rail signalling cables
UEEEL0078 Install and commission whole current electricity meters
UEERS0021 Assemble and wire electrical rail signalling equipment
UEEHA0032 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type increased safety (Ex
e)
UEEHA0034 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type pressurised (Ex p)
UEERS0025 Maintain active level crossing equipment
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Equity Report
Section 1 – Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

UEE Electrotechnology Training Package Release 4.0

Number of new qualifications and
their titles 1

Nil

Number of revised qualifications and
their titles

4 revised qualifications:
UEE412222 Certificate IV in Electrical – Rail Signalling
UEE42622 Certificate IV in Hazardous areas - Electrical
UEE61222 Advanced Diploma of Engineering - Explosion
protection
UEE62122 Advanced Diploma of Engineering Technology Electrical

Number of new units of competency
and their titles

19 new Units of Competency as per attached list

Number of revised units of competency and their titles

29 revised units of competency as per attached list

Confirmation that the draft training
package components meet the requirements in Section 2 Equity checklist of draft training package components

It is the opinion of the equity reviewer that the draft
Training Package components meet the requirements as
outlined in Section 2.

Is the Equity Report prepared by a
member of the Quality Assurance
Panel? If ‘yes’ please provide the name.

No2 - Equity report writer is not a member of the QA
panel. Completed by Erin Knudsen AIS Industry Skills Manager As per 13.3 of the Training Package Development and
Endorsement Process Policy, Erin Knudsen is independent
from the training package development work and a specified
person with the required expertise.
Demonstrated experience in analysis of equity issues in the
training or educational context:

• Apprenticeship, traineeship and course administration manager, performing LLN and access and equity
assessments for entry into Cert I to Adv Diploma qualifications, including providing reasonable adjustment
solutions

• TAFE Teacher and Tuition Teacher for students including those with disabilities and special LLN considerations
When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list.
Person that is not a member of the Training Package Quality Assurance Panel is required to provide to the SSO information
demonstrating experience in analysis of equity issues in the training or educational context; demonstrated understanding of
vocational education and training; and details of relevant qualifications and/or professional memberships.
1
2
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Information required

Detail
• Cert IV TAE teacher – taught subjects related to access and equity and LLN
Demonstrated understanding of VET:
• As above in teaching experience
• Consultant in the VET industry performing audits,
and extensions to scope
• Working in VET managerial and compliance roles
• Industry Skills Manager at AIS since 2019 developing
Training Packages that are contemporary, future-proof
and aligned with industry needs
• Developed training and assessment tools for international and domestic students with a range of learning
considerations required
Demonstrated commitment by the person to ongoing professional development
• Internal workshops at AIS including Equity Report
Writing
• VET professional development training programs
• Professional development currency maintained
through forums, newsletters and subscriptions
Details of relevant qualifications and/or professional memberships
• Diploma of Management
• Diploma of Business
• Diploma of Quality Auditing
• Certificate IV Training and Assessment

Date of completion of the report

20 April 2020
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Section 2 – Equity checklist of draft training package components
Equity reviewer comments

Equity requirements

Provide brief commentary on whether the draft endorsed components meet each of the equity requirements
The training package component(s) comply with Standard 2 of the Standards for
Training Packages 2012. The standard requires compliance with the Training Package Products Policy, specifically with the
access and equity requirements:
• Training Package developers must meet
their obligations under Commonwealth
anti-discrimination legislation and associated standards and regulations.
• Training Package developers must ensure that Training Packages are flexible
and that they provide guidance and recommendations to enable reasonable adjustments in implementation.

It is the opinion of the equity reviewer that the training package developer has complied with the latest training package products policy, specifically the Commonwealth anti-discrimination legislation
and associated standards and regulations. Anti-discrimination laws
have been met through appropriate use of language in the training
package components.
It is the view of the equity reviewer that the training package developer has ensured the training package products are sufficiently
flexible and provide guidance and recommendations to enable reasonable adjustments. Examples were noted in the Assessment Conditions where the LLN needs of the candidate are considered and
the flexibility and reasonable adjustment are reinforced through a
standard statement; ‘simulated workplace operational situations
that replicate workplace conditions.’
Allowing options to create realistic industry environments that
closely align to the real situation for both training and assessment
in the event that it cannot occur in a workplace operational setting.
The UEE Electrotechnology Training Package CVIG provides information relating to access and equity considerations and reasonable
adjustments.

Section 3 - Training Package Quality Principles
Quality Principle 4
Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs, including the capacity to adapt to changing job roles
and workplaces.
Key features
Do the units of competency meet the diversity of individual and employer needs and support equitable access and progression of learners?
What evidence demonstrates that the units of competency and their associated assessment requirements are clearly
written and have consistent breadth and depth so that they support implementation across a range of settings?
Are there other examples that demonstrate how the key features of flexibility are being achieved?
Equity requirements

Equity reviewer comments

1. What evidence demonstrates that the
draft components provide flexible qualifications/units of competency that enable
application in different contexts?’

The units of competency and qualifications reviewed meet the diverse needs of the individuals and employers within the electrotechnology industry and is flexible enough to be used in different
contextualisation’s and job roles within that environment as well as
allowing for the capacity of importation into other Training Packages that use the units.
The units have been developed to address the need for skills and
knowledge in a variety of industries within the electrical fields, including:
•

Hazardous Areas
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Equity requirements

Equity reviewer comments
• Engineering Technology – Electrical
• Electricity Meters
• Rail Signalling
Due to the nature of the risk inherent with electricity and regulatory requirements, it is noted that the units are not accessible to all
learners and some entry requirements or prerequisite units are
noted to suit these conditions.

2. Is there evidence of multiple entry and
exit points?

The pathway advice in the CVIG provides information on VET in
Schools. It notes UEE Electrotechnology Training Package qualifications provide pathways into eight disciplines. Skill Sets are also
noted as pathways, due to the nature of the industry these are
mostly post trade.

3. Have prerequisite units of competency
been minimised where possible?

There are pre-requisite units present in the units, where required
in UEE units given the safety aspect required in the industry. It is
noted that reduction of prerequisite units where possible has been
made.
Some of the UEEHA units, e.g UEEHA0022 Determine the explosionprotection requirements to meet a specified classified hazardous
area, stipulate that the user meet the pre-condition of AQF level 6
or 7 competency prior to seeking assessment in the unit. This is an
adoption from the Australian Standards and reflects the types of users accessing the unit given the dangerous nature of the work.

4. Are there other examples of evidence
that demonstrate how the key features of
the flexibility principle are being
achieved?

Some of the units have also been packaged within a Skill Sets for
greater flexibility.
For example: UEESS00187 Electrical - Install and commission
whole current electricity meters Skill Set with pathway information
that notes it can ‘contribute to the completion of relevant Certificate
III, Certificate IV, Diploma and Advanced Diploma qualifications from
the UEE Electrotechnology Training Package’.

Quality Principle 5
Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement between the school, vocational
education and higher education sectors.
Key features
Support learner transition between education sectors.
Equity requirements

Equity reviewer comments

1. What evidence demonstrates pathways
from entry and preparatory level as appropriate to facilitate movement between
schools and VET, from entry level into work,
and between VET and higher education
qualifications?

The units of competency sit within two Certificate IV and two Advanced Diploma qualifications and the UEE CVIG provides pathways between higher VET qualifications.
It is this reviewer’s opinion that the draft components provide
pathways to facilitate movement between schools and VET, and
between higher VET qualifications.
The UEE CVIG provides information that no national credit arrangements exist between the UEE and higher education qualifications.
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Equity requirements

Equity reviewer comments
Some of the units of competency are packaged within a skill set
with pathway information that notes This Skill Set may supplement a range of qualifications.

Quality Principle 6
Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple, concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements.
Key features
Support implementation across a range of settings and support sound assessment practices.
Equity requirements
1. Does the Companion Volume Implementation Guide include advice about:
• Pathways
• Access and equity
• Foundation skills?
(see Training Package Standard 11)

Equity reviewer comments
The Companion Volume Implementation Guide was reviewed and
contains relevant advice on:
• Pathways – it includes pathways from secondary school, apprenticeships and movement into and between qualifications.
Qualification and Skill Set Pathways are also detailed
• Access and equity – is described and addressed with advice on
reasonable adjustment for learners
• Foundation skills – is identified and described against the Australian Core Skills Framework (ACSF) and skill cluster known as
the foundation skills for work framework.

2. Are the foundation skills explicit and recognisable within the training package and
do they reflect and not exceed the foundation skills required in the workplace?

Foundation skills are explicit and recognisable in the unit of competency. They do not exceed the skills expected in the workplace.
For example:
•

Wiring system is planned and suitable for the environments in which it will operate
• Rationale for device and wiring system planning and calculations are documented
The unit of competency and associated assessment requirements
are clearly written and have consistent breadth and depth and
identify clear outcomes and conditions for assessment.
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Number of
new units of
competency
and their titles

19 new Units of Competency:
UEECD0064 Interpret, produce and modify electrotechnology drawings
UEEEL0077 Evaluate and report on the performance of LV machines
UEEEL0079 Plan and analyse LV electrical apparatus
UEEEL0080 Plan and analyse wiring systems, circuits, control and protection for electrical installations
UEEHA0016 Assess the fitness-for-purpose of explosion-protected equipment
UEEHA0017 Classify areas where a combustible dust hazard may arise
UEEHA0018 Classify areas where flammable gas or vapour hazards may arise
UEEHA0019 Conduct a conformity assessment review of explosion-protected equipment
UEEHA0021 Design explosion-protected electrical systems and installations
UEEHA0024 Inspect, maintain and fit plugs/couplers for reeling, trailing and flexible cables coal mining
UEEHA0027 Manage continuous supervision inspection of electrical installations for hazardous areas
UEEHA0028 Perform compliance audits of hazardous areas and related electrical installation
UEEHA0030 Repair reeling, trailing and flexible cables used in coal mining
UEEHA0036 Test reeling, trailing and flexible cables and their attachments used in coal mining
UEEHA0037 Verify compliance of repaired reeling, trailing and flexible cables and attachments - coal mining
UEEIC0051 Evaluate motor drive systems and diagnose faults
UEERS0020 Apply rail signalling principles
UEERS0026 Maintain communications based signalling equipment
UEERS0035 Maintain wayside asset protection equipment

Number of revised units of
competency
and their titles

29 revised units of competency:
UEEEL0078 Install and commission whole current electricity meters
UEEHA0020 Conduct detailed inspection of electrical installations for hazardous areas
UEEHA0022 Determine the explosion-protection requirements to meet a specified classified
hazardous area
UEEHA0023 Develop and manage periodic electrical inspection and maintenance programs
for hazardous areas
UEEHA0025 Install explosion-protected equipment and associated apparatus and wiring systems
UEEHA0026 Maintain equipment associated with hazardous areas
UEEHA0029 Plan electrical installations for hazardous areas
UEEHA0031 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type flameproof (Ex d)
UEEHA0032 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type increased
safety (Ex e)
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UEEHA0033 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type intrinsically safe (Ex i)
UEEHA0034 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type pressurised (Ex p)
UEEHA0035 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected rotating machines
UEEHA0038 Conduct visual and close inspection of electrical installations for hazardous areas
UEEHA0039 Supervise repair and overhaul of explosion-protected equipment type Group III
(‘t’)
UEERS0021 Assemble and wire electrical rail signalling equipment
UEERS0022 Find and repair rail signalling system faults
UEERS0023 Inspect, test and certify rail power signal equipment
UEERS0024 Install and maintain rail track circuit leads and bonds
UEERS0025 Maintain active level crossing equipment
UEERS0027 Maintain computer-based interlocking rail systems
UEERS0028 Maintain mechanical rail signalling equipment and infrastructure
UEERS0029 Maintain non-vital telemetry systems
UEERS0030 Maintain power-operated point actuating devices
UEERS0031 Maintain rail signalling power supplies
UEERS0032 Maintain trackside signal and train protection equipment
UEERS0033 Maintain train detection equipment
UEERS0034 Maintain vital relay interlocking systems
UEERS0036 Repair rail signalling power and control cables
UEERS0037 Test copper rail signalling cables
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Attachment G: Letters of Support
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